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Reference
• Presentation by George Moellenbrock at Bologna (EU polarization
WS in 2014)
‒ http://www.alma.inaf.it/images/MoellenbrockBologna1.pdf

• 3C286 Science Verification Data CASA Guide

‒ https://casaguides.nrao.edu/index.php/3C286_Band6Pol_Calibration_for_C
ASA_4.3

Overview of the Calibration Sequence
• Total intensity calibration using the script generated by Eric’s script
generator
• Polarization calibration using the script
(scriptForPolCalibration_FIX_PRTSPR-20069.py) attached to SCIREQ-580
‒ Data concatenation of multiple EBs (skip this explanation in this document)
‒ Gain calibration of polarization calibrator (Gpol1)
‒ Rought estimate of the source polarization (module qufromgain)
‒ Cross-hand delay calibration (Kcrs)
‒ Cross-hand bandpass phase calibration (XY0amb)
‒ Revise cross-hand phase and QU-sign ambiguities (XY0)
‒ Revise gain calibration using the source polarization model (Gpol2)
‒ Instrumental polarization (D-term) calibration (Df0)
‒ Modifying the D-term table in order for it to be applied to the parallel-hands as
well as the cross-hands (Df0gen)
‒ Correct the X/Y gain ratio (Gxyamp)
‒ Application of calibration tables

1. Total intensity calibration
• Run the script generated by Eric’s script generator as usual
‒ Tsys, WVR, flagging
‒ Bandpass calibration
‒ Gain calibration; polarization average for amplitude (gaintype=‘T’)
‒ Flux scaling

• Some bad data may present only in cross-hands (XY and YX). Do
not forget data inspection and data flagging in cross-hands.
• Make sure that phase_int (or phase_inf, see next page) and
flux_inf solutions are applied to the polarization calibrator.

‒ phase_inf ensures good coherence for the subsequent polarization
calibration
‒ flux_inf needs to be applied at this step to correct the X/Y amplitude gain
ratio at a later step
‒ See CAS-8728 for more detail

1. Total intensity calibration
– Important note
• Critically, the same reference antenna (refant) should be used in
the calibration of all EBs.
• Gaincal can trigger the change of refant, if the one specified is
dropped. Choose “good” refant so that the same refant is used
throughout both the polarization calibrator scans and the phase
calibrator scans.

‒ Plot phase_int for the reference and confirm those are nearly zero (within
~5 deg could be okay, >10 deg) throughout the observation.

• If phase_int is not stable and shows phase jumps, try using
phase_inf. Phase_inf solution is less susceptible to alternate the
refant.
• If refant phase_inf still shows phase jumps, your choice of refant
was not appropriate and/or the SNR was too low to derive robust
gaincal solutions.

1. Total intensity calibration
– (bad) example of phase_int

• 3rd and 4th scans show phase jumps, which is triggered by the
refant change. For this case, you should not apply phase_int but
phase_inf.
• You can also know from the casalog whether the refant change
was triggered.

1. Total intensity calibration
– example of phase_inf

• The refant phase is very stable.

2. XY Phase Calibration
• Now, the data has been calibrated in parallel-hand bandpass (B)
and gain (G).
• However, we do not measure absolute G and B but Gr and Br,
wherein a reference antenna’s phase is fixed to zero in both
polarizations, yielding relative phases for all other antennas
between X and Y polarizations, so-called XY-phase.
• In the preparation for the XY-phase calibration, we firstly perform
gain calibration with calmode=‘G’ on the polarization calibrator,
and then run qufromgain on the resultant gain table.
‒ Returns rough estimate of the Stokes Q and U of the polarization calibrator

• This QU estimate will be used to solve XY-phase ambiguity. More
detail about the gaincal and qufromgain will be explained later

2. XY Phase Calibration
• XY phase calibration split into two parts

‒ Firstly we will remove 1st order phase slope as a function of frequency (XY
delay) with in each spw
‒ Then, we will solve non-linear bandpass shape in the XY-phase. This will
calibtae channel-dependent residual phase and phase offset between spws

• In the standard polarization calibration script;

‒ i) XY delay calibration is done using gaincal with gaintype=‘KCROSS’
‒ Ii) XY phase calibration is done using gaincal with gaintype=‘XYf+QU’.

2. 1 XY Phase Calibration (i)
- XY delay
# Cross-hand delay:
os.system('rm -rf %s.Kcrs'%msname)
gaincal(vis=msname,
caltable='%s.Kcrs'%msname,
selectdata=T,
field = polcalib,
scan=bestscan,
gaintype='KCROSS',
solint='inf',
refant=refant,
smodel = [1,0,1,0],
gaintable=['%s.Gpol1'%msname],
interp=['linear'])

##################################################
# We search for the scan where the polarization signal is
# minimum in XX and YY
# (i.e., maximum in XY and YX):
tb.open('%s.Gpol1'%msname)
scans = tb.getcol('SCAN_NUMBER')
gains = np.squeeze(tb.getcol('CPARAM'))
tb.close()
scanlist = np.array(list(set(scans)))
ratios = np.zeros(len(scanlist))
for si, s in enumerate(scanlist):
filt = scans == s
ratio = np.sqrt(np.average(np.power(np.abs(gains[0,filt])
/np.abs(gains[1,filt])-1.0,2.)))
ratios[si] = ratio
bestscidx = np.argmin(ratios)
bestscan = scanlist[bestscidx]
print 'Scan with highest expected X-Y signal: ', bestscan
#####################################################

smodel=[1,0,1,0]: here we are using a polarized model (a non-zero value for U is assumed). This is just to enforce the assumption of nonzero source polarization signature in the cross-hands in the ratio between data and model. It is not important to specify the polarization
Stokes parameters correctly, since here we are only solving for a phase-like quantity.

2.1 XY Phase Calibration (i)
- XY delay
• XY delay is normally less than ~1 nsec for most of cases and return
a similar values within the same baseband.
• For the case below, the delay difference between spws in the
same baseband is only ~0.1 nsec while that between LSB and USB
is ~1 nsec.

2.1 XY Phase Calibration (i)
- XY delay
• You may want to apply the XY delay table and see the linear slope
in cross-hand bandpass is not seen any more. (This command is
not implemented in the standard polarization calibration script.)
applycal(vis = msname,
field = str(i),
gaintable ='%s.Kcrs'%msname,
gainfield = [polcalib],
interp = 'nearest'
calwt = F,
parang = T,
flagbackup = F)

2.1 XY Phase Calibration (i)
- XY delay
Before XY delay calibration

After XY delay calibration (Gpol1 and Kcrs applied)

• Both plots are averaged by time and per antenna
• Phase slope as a function of frequency is not seen anymore.

2.2 XY Phase Calibration (ii)
- XY bandpass
• We will estimate both the XY-phase and the source polarization.
# XY phase offset:
os.system('rm -rf %s.XY0amb'%msname)
gaincal(vis=msname,
caltable='%s.XY0amb'%msname,
field= polcalib,
gaintype='XYf+QU',
solint='inf',
combine='scan,obs',
preavg=scandur,
refant=refant,
smodel=[1,0,1,0],
gaintable=['%s.Gpol1'%msname,'%s.Kcrs'%msname],
interp=['linear','nearest'])
Note:
•solint='inf'; combine='scan,obs': we get one solution for the all dataset. The option "obs" takes into account the different Obs ID
which are usually present in different scheduling blocks.
•preavg=300: pre-averaging interval (sec). This limits averaging within the solution interval to within scan boundaries, since the
parallactic angle changes from scan to scan are important for the solution.

2.2 XY Phase Calibration (ii)
- XY bandpass
• The resultant table (XY0amb) may still have a degeneracy
‒ (XY-phase, Q, U) or (XY-phase + pi, -Q, -U)

See p.48,49,50 in the George’s presentation at Bologna
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2.3 XY Phase Calibration (iii)
– solve QU-sign ambiguity
• Estimate the correct QU-sign
using X/Y gain ratio as a function
of time
• If you perform gaincal with
gaintype=‘G’, the resultant gain
table will absorb the polarization
signature.
• The plot of X/Y gain ratio will be
like below.

Amp vs. time after total intensity calibration
VXX
VYY

Polarization signature is apparent.
Gaincal with gaintype=‘G’ tries to make
them flat, and thus the output gain
table will absorb the source
polarization signature.

2.3 XY Phase Calibration (iii)
– solve QU-sign ambiguity
• Using X/Y gain ratio, we will estimate QU roughly. (This part is
implemented at the beginning of polarization calibration script.)
# Re-calibrate polarization calibrator:
os.system('rm -rf %s.Gpol1'%msname)
gaincal(vis = msname,
caltable = '%s.Gpol1'%msname,
field = polcalib,
solint = 'int',
gaintype = 'G',
refant = refant)
##########
# Rough estimate of QU:
qu = aph.qufromgain('%s.Gpol1'%msname)

This table absorbs the source
polarization signature.

This QU estimate
should give a correct
QU sign.

2.3 XY Phase Calibration (iii)
– solve QU-sign ambiguity
• Example of the output from the qufromgain
• Check the resultant QU values are consistent (roughly 10%) among
spws. But, consistency level depends on the SNR and the source
polarization.
Latitude = -23.0294371117
Found as many as 5 fields.
Found as many as 4 spws.
Fld= 0 Spw= 0 (B=06, PA offset=-135.0deg) Gx/Gy= 0.992405226704 Q= 0.0120290146946
U= 0.0357751032462 P= 0.0377432802867 X= 35.7076525043
Fld= 0 Spw= 1 (B=06, PA offset=-135.0deg) Gx/Gy= 1.00460130437 Q= 0.0121161477985
U= 0.0342484704653 P= 0.0363284842332 X= 35.2588247799
Fld= 0 Spw= 2 (B=06, PA offset=-135.0deg) Gx/Gy= 1.00477793757 Q= 0.0132551417327
U= 0.0365817946839 P= 0.0389092082244 X= 35.0411959343
Fld= 0 Spw= 3 (B=06, PA offset=-135.0deg) Gx/Gy= 0.99729825908 Q= 0.013549612772
U= 0.0372694902549 P= 0.0396561081062 X= 35.0104353733
For field id = 0 there are 4 good spws.
Spw mean: Fld= 0 Q= 0.0127374792495 U= 0.0359687146626 (rms= 0.000673704330994
0.00112523439036 )
P= 0.038157460766 X= 35.2497952168

2.4 XY Phase Calibration (iv)
– Revise the XY-phase QU ambiguity
• Using the QU sign estimated from the X/Y gain ratio, we will revise
the XY-phase table.
# Solve QU ambiguity:
S=aph.xyamb(xytab='%s.XY0amb'%msname, qu=qu[0], xyout='%s.XY0'%msname)
Input the QU values derived from “qufromgain”

2.4 XY Phase Calibration (iv)
– Revise the XY-phase QU ambiguity
• Example of the output from xyamb
Expected QU = (0.012737479249452035, 0.035968714662568159)
Spw = 0: Found QU = [ 0.01259385 0.04101928]
...KEEPING X-Y phase 84.4169495884 deg
Spw = 1: Found QU = [-0.01261223 -0.04112571]
...CONVERTING X-Y phase from -73.064852046 to 106.935147954 deg
Spw = 2: Found QU = [ 0.01355364 0.0418143 ]
...KEEPING X-Y phase 8.60411636622 deg
Spw = 3: Found QU = [ 0.01344682 0.04199271]
...KEEPING X-Y phase -21.7400889849 deg
Ambiguity resolved (spw mean): Q= 0.0130516346544 U= 0.0414879983291
(rms= 0.000450227601812 0.000421946318322 ) P= 0.0434925185809 X=
36.2685199328
Returning the following Stokes vector: [1.0, 0.013051634654402733,
0.041487998329102993, 0.0]

2.4 XY Phase Calibration (iv)
Before the fix of the ambiguity

After the fix of the ambiguity

• Check no spiky phase jump (<~5 degree) from channel to channel.

2.4 XY Phase Calibration (iv)
Gpol1 and Kcrs applied

Gpol1, Kcrs, and XY0 applied

• Both plots are averaged by time and per antenna
• Channel-dependent phase residual and phase offset between spws are
not seen anymore. The residual is due to the instrumental polarization.

2.4 XY Phase Calibration (iv)
Gpol1 and Kcrs applied

Gpol1, Kcrs, and XY0 applied

• Before the XY-phase calibration (left), cross-hand visibilities have a slope on the
complex plane. This is a signature of the XY-phase.
• After the XY-phase calibration (right), visibilities are mostly aligned on the real
part. The variation on the real part is the effect of parallactic angle change. The
remaining offset from the real part is due to the instrumental polarization.

3. Revised Gain Calibration
• Now the source polarization has been estimated, and then we will
revise the gain calibration using the right source polarization
model.
## Re-calibrate polarization calibrator (with right pol. model):
os.system('rm -rf %s.Gpol2'%msname)
gaincal(vis=msname,
caltable='%s.Gpol2'%msname,
field=polcalib,
solint='int',
refant=refant,
gaintype = 'G',
smodel=S,
parang=T)

3. Revised Gain Calibration

Polarization signature is gone!

3. Revised Gain Calibration
• Just to check: if qufromgain() is run on this new gain table, the
reported source polarization should be statistically
indistinguishable from zero.
##########
## Check for any residual polarization signal:
qu2 = aph.qufromgain('%s.Gpol2'%msname)
##########
Spw mean: Fld= 0 Q= 0.000838681858308 U= -0.000234770753915 (rms=
0.000600891446491 0.000705059408831 )
P= 0.000870921676357 X= -7.81921742693

4. Instrumental Polarization Calibration

• Using parallactic angle dependence, we will separate the source
polarization terms and D-terms.
• This can be done using the task polcal.

4. Instrumental Polarization Calibration
# Calibrate D-terms:
os.system('rm -rf %s.Df0*'%msname)
polcal(vis=msname,
caltable='%s.Df0'%msname,
field= polcalib,
solint='inf',
combine='obs,scan',
preavg=scandur,
poltype='Dflls',
refant='', #solve absolute D-term
smodel=S,
gaintable=['%s.Gpol2'%msname, '%s.Kcrs'%msname, '%s.XY0'%msname],
gainfield=['', '', ''],
interp=['linear','nearest','nearest'])
•
•
•

poltype='Dflls': frequency-dependent LLS solver for instrumental polarization
refant=‘’: no reference antenna is needed here
smodel=S: we use as model the "S" we calculated above

4. Instrumental Polarization Calibration
• Before applying them we need to modify the D-term table in order
for it to be applied to the parallel-hands as well as the cross-hands.
We do that using the module Dgen() in almapolhelpers package.
# Allow applying solutions to the parallel hands too:
aph.Dgen(dtab='%s.Df0'%msname, dout='%s.Df0gen'%msname)

4. Instrumental Polarization Calibration

See p.49 in the George’s presentation at Bologna

• Create D-term table measured in “sky-frame”.
• This is for experimental purpose. Do not apply Df0sky. But, Df0sky
is useful to compare the results obtained from other projects.
# commute Df0 from antenna to sky frame (for examination only)
aph.dxy(dtab='%s.Df0'%msname, xytab='%s.XY0'%msname,dout='%s.Df0sky'%msname)

4. Instrumental Polarization Calibration
• Plot D-terms and check that those levels are less than 4-5% on
average. Some antenna may show a larger value at some channels.

• Df0sky should smoothly connect between the spw-boundaries.

5. XY Gain Ratio Calibration
• CAS-8728

‒ Gaitype=T calibration (which is applied to the target and phase calibrator in
the total intensity calibration script) preserve the source polarization in the
calibrated calibrator data. But critically, it also neglects any actual X/Y gain
mismatches in each antenna.
‒ Using the initial (fractional) source polarization estimate, we revise the
source polarization estimate in the subsequent steps and then solve for
Gpol2, which does not absorb the source polarization. It does however still
contain the X/Y amplitude ratio. So, when the instr. poln calibrator is finally
corrected in applycal, it is corrected for these X/Y gain amplitude ratios. This
is why the instr. pol calibrator is immune from the the present problem.

5. XY Gain Ratio Calibration
# solve for global normalized gain amp (to get X/Y ratios) on pol calibrator
# amp-only and normalized, so only X/Y amp ratios matter
gaincal(vis=msname,
caltable='%s.Gxyamp'%msname,
field=polcalib,
solint='inf',
combine='scan,obs',
refant=refant,
gaintype='G',
smodel=S,
calmode='a',
gaintable=['%s.Kcrs'%msname, '%s.XY0'%msname, '%s.Df0gen'%msname],
gainfield=['', '', ''],
interp=['nearest','nearest','nearest'],
solnorm=T,
parang=T)

5. XY Gain Ratio Calibration
• Normally many antennas have X/Y gain amplitude ratio of ~1. The
deviation is as much as ~10%. Very high (>15%) deviation is
unlikely to happen. It might be better to flag such an antenna/spw.

6. Applying the Calibrations
# Application of the polarization calibration
mystep = 4
if(mystep in thesteps):
casalog.post('Step '+str(mystep)+' '+step_title[mystep],'INFO')
print 'Step ', mystep, step_title[mystep]
for i in set([phasecal, bandpasscal, target]):
applycal(vis = msname,
field = str(i),
gaintable = ['%s.Gxyamp'%msname,
'%s.Kcrs'%msname, '%s.XY0'%msname, '%s.Df0gen'%msname],
gainfield = [polcalib,polcalib, polcalib, polcalib],
interp = ['nearest','nearest','nearest','nearest'],
calwt = F,
parang = T,
flagbackup = F)

• Make sure that Gxyamp is applied to the science target.

6. Applying the Calibrations
for i in [polcalib]:
applycal(vis = msname,
field = str(i),
gaintable = ['%s.Gpol2'%msname,'%s.Kcrs'%msname, '%s.XY0'%msname,
'%s.Df0gen'%msname],
gainfield = [polcalib,polcalib, polcalib, polcalib],
interp = ['linear','nearest','nearest','nearest'],
calwt = F,
parang = T,
flagbackup = F)

• Gpol2 should be applied to the polarization calibrator, instead of
Gxyamp.

6. Applying the Calibrations
- Real vs. Imag Plot (Polarization calibrator)

• After the application of all calibrations, cross-hand visibilities should
align on the x axis on the complex plane.
• Those may show some variation due to the gain calibration residual. Try
averaging a whole scans and frequency.

7. Useful Checks
• No jump in XY phase spectrum (<~5 deg)?
• No source polarization signature (no sinusoidal pattern) in Gpol2?
• D-term level is less than 4-5% on average?
• D-term spectra (Df0sky) smoothly connect between the spwboundaries?
• Gxyamp deviation is within 10%?
• Imaginary part is zero while the real part is corrected for the variation on
Real vs. Imag plane in the calibrated cross-hand visibilities of the
polarization calibrator?
• Just for sanity check: Is the derived polarization property of the
polarization calibrator similar to the one from Calsurvey
(https://wikis.alma.cl/twiki/pub/DSO/Cycle3/Cycle3P2GBestPractices/M
arch_2016_Polarization_Calibrators.xlsx)? Don’t too much worry if they
are not really consistent. Generally, the polarization properties of
quasars are time variable. In future, more frequency monitoring data
including the polarization information will be provided.

